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Abstract
This paper investigates the extent to which native speaker

perceptions regarding the similarity between phonemes of En-
glish are influenced by their distributional properties. A simi-
larity hierarchy model based on the distribution of consonantal
phonemes in the English language was generated by creating
phoneme-embeddings from contextual information. We com-
pare this to similarity models based on phonological feature
theory and on native speaker perception. Characteristics of the
perception-based model are shown to appear in the distribution-
based model whilst not being captured by the feature-based
model. This not only provides evidence of similarity percep-
tions being influenced by distributional properties but is an ar-
gument for incorporating distributional information alongside
phonological features when modelling perceptual similarity.
Index Terms: phonology, phoneme similarity, distribution, per-
ception

1. Introduction
The concept of phonological similarity is an integral part of lan-
guage analysis. Studies into the sound patterns of languages
often refer to natural classes where phonemes form groupings
based on having some characteristic in common. Phonological
models that use constraint ranking rely on judgements regarding
the faithfulness (or similarity) of an output to its input [1]. Often
phonemes or natural classes are discussed in terms of the phono-
logical features they exhibit such as those proposed by Chom-
sky and Halle [2]. Modelling phoneme similarity with respect to
such features is highly dependent on exactly which features are
used to distinguish between phonemes and the method in which
the feature differences are calculated. Bailey and Hahn [3] com-
pared a number of similarity models including a feature-based
model proposed by Frisch [4]. They concluded that their simple
model involving counts of feature mismatches across 4 features
was the best overall model for predicting similarity judgements.
This model is discussed in Section 3 and is used for comparative
purposes in this work.

Despite Bailey and Hahn’s [3] claims about the superior-
ity of their model, it has been noted that a purely feature-based
description of similarity between phonemes can contrast with
observed phoneme groupings which are thought to be driven
by physiological and perceptual factors [5]. Furthermore, Gal-
lagher and Graff [6] state that perceptual similarity “does not
necessarily coincide with natural classes or feature values”. In
other words, there exists a disparity between native speakers’
perceptions of phoneme similarity and similarity as defined in
terms of phonological features.

Perceptual similarity relates to a native speaker’s intuition
regarding the sound system of their language. Modelling this
relies on examining how speakers produce or recognise these
sounds. One particular approach looks to what is deemed ac-
ceptable in the context of rhyming words. A syllable can be

broken down into its onset, nucleus, and coda; the consonants
occurring before the central vowel, the vowel itself, and the con-
sonants following, respectively. This vowel and following con-
sonant cluster is known as the rhyme and when two words end
with the same set of sounds they are considered perfect rhymes
(line and mine for example). However, in the world of poetry
or lyrics, writers often employ half-rhymes, words with similar
but not identical rhymes in the final syllable (line and time for
instance) [7] [8] [9]. Half-rhymes are a convenient mechanism
for investigating how similar two sounds are perceived to be
since there exists a gradient in the half-rhyme acceptability that
a pair of words exhibit (most English speakers would consider
line and time to be more acceptable than say line and light de-
spite both pairs of words only differing in a single consonant).
Thus we can gather that N and M are more perceptually similar
than N and T.

Another way of gathering similarity judgements lies in the
idea that similarity is a function of confusability [6]. Thus,
when a speaker mistakenly identifies one phoneme for another,
we can consider the two must be similar. A confusion matrix
capturing the frequencies of phoneme identification errors, like
that reported in Cutler et al. [10], can be used to generate a
model of perceptual similarity as demonstrated in [7]. This is
the method we use in this paper to generate the perception-based
similarity hierarchy discussed in Section 4.

While there has been some level of investigation into the
differences between perceptual and feature-based models of
similarity and their respective performances at predicting ob-
served phonological usage [3] [7], there has been little study
into what causes this difference. This paper examines one po-
tential source of this discrepancy; namely, how distributional
patterns of phonemes influence a native speaker’s perception of
phoneme similarity.

There exists evidence to suggest that perception and distri-
bution are linked. For instance, in a recent study by Scharenborg
et al. [11] it was demonstrated that mental representations of
sounds can adapt based on exposure to deviant input. A sound
halfway between R and L was presented to listeners in either an
R-context or an L-context and the listeners adapted the partic-
ular phoneme representation accordingly. Exposure to particu-
lar sounds in particular contexts can affect how a phoneme is
perceived. That being the case it is natural to look at how the
everyday distribution of phonemes has impacted judgements of
similarity.

Section 2 describes the process of generating a similarity
hierarchy of English consonants based on their distributional
properties. Sections 3 and 4 discuss the hierarchies produced
from existing feature- and perception- based models taken from
Bailey and Hahn [3] and Cutler et al. [10] respectively. In
Section 5 we present evidence of how particular aspects of the
distribution-based model can be seen to have influenced percep-
tion in areas where it does not align with the more traditional
feature specification.
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NG Y ZH DH HH JH D Z G V B SH W L R N M K F P S CH T TH
phoneme

Distributional Similarity

Figure 1: Similarity hierarchy of the distribution-based model.

2. The distribution-based model
Phoneme embeddings have recently emerged as an area of inter-
est for speech segmentation and for the determination of sound
analogies [12] [13] [14]. It has also been demonstrated that
the use of speech data and factors outside of traditional phono-
logical features result in embeddings that better capture phono-
logical similarity [15] [16]. To model distributional similarity
we generate phoneme embeddings from their observed environ-
ments. This approach is motivated by the success of context-
based word-embeddings in capturing semantic similarity be-
tween words; in particular the work of Mikolov et al. and their
Word2Vec model [17]. In our case, rather than modelling words
based on the sentences in which they occur and working under
the assumption that semantically similar words appear in simi-
lar contexts, we model phonemes based on their syllabic envi-
ronments assuming that distributionally similar phonemes will
occur in similar contexts.

2.1. The data

To generate the phonemic environments with which to train the
model we use a phonemically translated text-corpus. Each word
in the Brown Corpus [18] was translated to its ARPAbet form
using the CMU dictionary1, resulting in approximately 1 mil-
lion strings of English phonemes. For words with multiple pos-
sible pronunciations one was chosen at random and for words
which did not appear in the dictionary a grapheme-to-phoneme
tool was used2. By doing so we prevent over exposure to words
with many pronunciation possibilities which would impact the
frequency effects.

The strings of phonemes were then split into syllables using
a syllabification tool created for this purpose.The syllabification
tool uses the phonotactic constraints of English, including the
Sonority Sequencing Principle [19] and the Maximum Onset
Principle [20], to obtain a corpus of phoneme strings. This cor-
pus contained approximately 1.5 million syllables with 4 mil-
lion phoneme tokens, 2.5 million of which were consonants.
This syllabification process is illustrated in Figure 2.

"HAPPINESS" ['HH', 'AE', 'P',  'IY', 'N', 'AH', 'S']

CMU Dictionary Syllabification Tool

['HH', 'AE'] , ['P',  'IY'],  ['N', 'AH', 'S']

Figure 2: Syllabification process for the word “happiness”

The reason we build this model at the syllable level is be-

1https://github.com/cmusphinx/cmudict
2https://github.com/cmusphinx/g2p-seq2seq

cause this is where the phonotactic rules of English dictate the
possible sequences of phonemes. Native speakers possess in-
tuitive knowledge regarding well-formed and ill-formed words
in their language and particular combinations of sounds are not
permitted. Examining the impact of distributional properties
means looking at where the environment of a phoneme is con-
strained. Across syllable boundaries there are minimal restric-
tions on phoneme sequences (although there are effects on pho-
netic realisations which are beyond the focus of this work).

2.2. The model

To generate the phoneme embeddings a simple skip-gram
model was used which seeks to maximise the probability of
the phonemic environment given the target phoneme. This
produced multi-dimensional vector representations of all 39
phonemes in the vocabulary although later analysis will con-
centrate solely on the 24 consonantal phonemes. The skipgram
model was implemented using gensim’s Word2Vec tool [21]
generating 20 dimensional vector representations using a win-
dow size of 1 phoneme either side of the target. This was con-
sidered an appropriate context window given the relative size
of syllables compared to that of sentences used in word embed-
dings where the default window size is usually 5-10 words.

One important difference between our phoneme-
embedding model and that of a typical word-embedding
model lies in the vocabulary of the data set. While a word
corpus exhibits a great number of items that occur extremely
infrequently, the syllable corpus consists of 1.5 million sylla-
bles constructed from a small fixed set of 39 phonemes. As a
result, methods used in word-embedding generation to combat
the sparsity of items are not used for phoneme-embedding gen-
eration. In particular this means that there is no subsampling
of frequently observed phonemes and we do not make use of
negative sampling where ‘false’ environments are randomly
generated to supplement the limited number of environments
observed for infrequent items.

To visualise the similarities captured by this model, the Eu-
clidean distance between the phoneme-embeddings was calcu-
lated and the Ward clustering method [22] was used to generate
a similarity hierarchy. The cosine distance is typically used for
word-embeddings since it eliminates vector magnitude effects
and thus words occurring in similar environments, but with dif-
fering frequencies, are still considered similar. However, when
looking at the distributional properties of phonemes it is desir-
able to preserve these frequency effects and for this reason the
Euclidean distance is used instead. The resulting similarity hi-
erarchy can be seen in Figure 1 where phonemes are clustered
according to how distributionally similar they are.
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R N L NG Y M W K G P B T D S Z TH DH HH F V CH SH JH ZH
phoneme

Feature Similarity

Figure 3: Similarity hierarchy of the feature-based model.

SH CH W Y JH ZH NG M N R HH P F TH T K L S G B V Z D DH
phoneme

Perceptual Similarity

Figure 4: Similarity hierarchy of the perception-based model.

3. The feature-based model
There are a number of suggested models regarding which fea-
tures should be used to distinguish between phonemes and the
significance of each. Work by Bailey and Hahn [3] found that
the “best measure of phoneme similarity [...] is based on sim-
ple counts of the number of major articulatory features [...] in
which the two phonemes fail to match”. In light of this we used
their feature classification in the feature-based model for analy-
ses in Section 5.

The model uses 4 equally weighted distinguishing features;

• Place of articulation: labial, dental, alveolar, palatal,
velar, or glottal.

• Manner of articulation: stop, fricative, nasal, glide,
lateral, rhotic, or affricate.

• Sonority: sonorant or obstruent.

• Voicing: voiced or voiceless.

Using the distance matrix reported in [3] the Ward clustering
method was again applied to produce a similarity hierarchy as
shown in Figure 3. Here we see the first distinguishing feature
being that of sonority with the most fine-grained differences
typically relating to the voicing property. This similarity hierar-
chy is in agreement with most theoretically based descriptions
of phonemes and even resembles the groupings seen in the IPA
[23].

4. The perception-based model
As discussed in Section 1, perceptual similarity can be consid-
ered a function of confusability [7]. Thus the perception-based
model was generated using data from a phoneme confusabil-
ity experiment carried out by Cutler et al. [10]. As part of
this work, native speakers were asked to identify phonemes in

consonant-vowel or vowel-consonant pairings at differing lev-
els of background noise. The background noise induced errors
in the phoneme identifications and we can assume that listeners
are more likely to mistake a phoneme for one which is consid-
ered alike. As a result, the frequency with which a phoneme is
mistaken for another is directly correlated with how perceptu-
ally similar they are.

The confusion matrices of the consonant sounds presented
in Cutler et al. [10] were collated and used as phoneme-
embeddings. The similarity hierarchy shown in Figure 4 was
then generated using the same Euclidean distance metric and
Ward clustering method as with the other models. Later anal-
ysis in this paper assumes this hierarchy to be representative
of a native speaker’s perception of phoneme similarity though
it should be noted that confusability may not perfectly repre-
sent perceptual similarity. Future work in this area will seek to
gather similarity judgements through more task-specific exper-
imentation.

5. Discussion
In this section we examine particular attributes of the
perception-based similarity hierarchy which appear to have
been influenced by the distributive properties of phonemes and
which the feature-based model failed to capture.

5.1. The nasal sounds: M, N, and NG

Within the perception-based model (Figure 4 we see the cluster-
ing of the nasal sounds: M, N and NG. Of the three sounds NG
appears to be the more dissimilar of the three as evidenced by
its leaf node being further away from the other two. This judge-
ment also aligns with half rhyme usage where M/N rhymes are
much more common than M/NG or N/NG [7]. This cluster is
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absent in the feature-based model (Figure 3) since these sounds
group more closely with phonemes that share their place of ar-
ticulation rather than their manner of articulation (M is most
similar to W another labial sound while N is considered more
similar to the other alveolar sonorants R and L). If we were to
more heavily weight the manner of articulation over the place of
articulation we would expect to see the cluster of nasal sounds in
this hierarchy. However, this is unlikely to exhibit the slight dis-
tinction between NG and the other two nasal sounds that we see
in the perception-based model and in half-rhyme usage. Con-
versely, this distinction between M and N on the one hand and
NG on the other is magnified in the distribution-based model
(Figure 1). This model judges M and N to be very similar to
each other while NG is extremely removed. It is fair to say that
this is a result of the unique property of NG only being found in
a syllable coda and never in an onset. This distributional prop-
erty is likely the reason why there is greater distance between
NG and the other nasal sounds in the perception-based model.

5.2. The palatal sounds: SH, CH, ZH, and JH

Within the feature-based model (Figure 3) there is a branch con-
taining the pairings of palatal sounds: CH and SH, and JH and
ZH. These pairings are also seen in the perception-based model
(Figure 4) but the degree of similarity between the phoneme
in each pair and between the pairs themselves is much less (as
evidenced by the length of the branches connecting them). In
the perception-based model the palatal sounds appear not to
constitute a distinct clustering but instead are rather dissimilar
phonemes in relation to the entire vocabulary. The average rate
of occurrence in the dataset for a consonant is 4%. However, the
palatal sounds fall significantly below this value with each of
them making up less than 1% of the total number of phonemes
in the syllable corpus. The frequency with which a particular
phoneme is encountered appears to impact the strength of men-
tal associations between it and other phonemes. The palatal
sounds being relatively ‘rare’ to a speaker seem to result in
the similarity between them and their closest neighbours being
much weaker than say that of the more frequent T and K.

5.3. The voicing contrast

Perhaps the most prominent characteristic of the perception-
based model (Figure 4) is the distinct separation between voiced
and voiceless phonemes. The two main clusters referred to in
this subsection are the branch containing the voiced sounds [G,
B, V, Z, D, and DH] and the branch containing the voiceless
sounds [HH, P, F, TH, T, and K]. These consist of the stops and
fricatives of English minus the palatal fricatives discussed in
subsection 5.2. In the feature-based model (Figure 3) voicing is
typically the most fine-grained distinguishing feature between a
pair of phonemes that have all other features in common. As a
result we often see a phoneme’s most similar neighbour being
its voicing counterpart: P and B, K and G, F and V etc. This
is a characteristic common not only to this particular feature-
based model but to many including even the standard IPA chart
of phonemes where voiced and voiceless consonant sounds are
paired up based on common place and manner of articulation.
The perception-based model (Figure 4) implies that a differ-
ence in voicing is much more distinguishing than is captured
by the feature-based model (Figure 3) and this difference is also
seen in the distribution-based model (Figure 1). Here we see
two clusters almost identical to the two seen in the perception-
based model. In particular there is the branch containing voiced
sounds [JH, D, Z, G, V, and B] and the branch containing voice-

less sounds [K, F, P, S, CH, T, and HH]. The voicing of stops
and fricatives is evidently an important aspect of the sound in
terms of its phonemic environment and the phonotactic rules
surrounding it. In turn this has led to a significant perceptual
distinction between these groups of sounds.

6. Conclusions
This paper has demonstrated that native speaker perceptions of
phoneme similarity are not fully captured by a phonological
feature-based model and that there is evidence to support the
idea that perceptions are influenced by the distributional fea-
tures of phonemes. Distinct areas where the perceptual simi-
larities differ from those of the feature-based model were high-
lighted and such differences were shown to be explainable by
a distribution-based similarity model. Future work will look to
carry out more task-specific experimentation for gathering per-
ceptual judgements beyond those of confusability and to com-
bining the distribution-based model with acoustic information
with the aim of generating a purely data-driven model that best
captures phonological similarity.
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